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ONLY NEW TOPICS INCLUDED IN THIS DAILY PRACTICE UPDATE (n = 11)
LAB TIPS
Ordering & Collecting Follow these steps to find the right lab test:
Lab Tests: Finding the
1. Search Powerchart
right test
2. If unable to find in Powerchart, refer to CW Lab eLab Handbook
3. If unable to find in CW Lab eLab handbook, ask on Slack Lab Channel: # cw_lab
4. If still unable to get answer in Slack Lab Channel, please create a JIRA ticket for CST
Lab Team for follow up.
Please do not phone the lab to ask for this information as they do not have the same views
Lab Collection: Hot
Tips

as clinicians.
1. When ordering, toggle to Unit Collect
Unit/Nursing/Provider will do the collection  UNIT COLLECT=YES
Lab phlebotomist to collect  UNIT COLLECT = NO
2. Ensure the patient will be present at the time the collection is scheduled
3. Avoid using frequency order UNLESS it is certain the patient will be present at each
occurrence.
4. Always batch the required lab orders and set them to the same collection time to
minimize multiple pokes.
5. Ensure all blood work orders are set up the same way. UNIT COLLECT settings are all the
same, either all YES or all NO. If attempting unit collection and not able to get all
samples, then cancel test that were not collected and reorder as lab collect.
6. Please remember, lab staff only collect peripheral venous and capillary specimens. If a
patient has a line that is being used for bloodwork, ward staff do the collection.
7. Lab only collects blood specimens. For non-blood specimens (urine, swabs, biopsies etc).
Orders should always be placed as UNIT COLLECT = YES
For detailed information see Tips for Placing Lab Orders on CST ePOPS
For more information on Clinical Collect, see CST Help workflows and eLearning Intro to
Sunquest Clinical Collect (10 min)

Lab Collection times
and desired draw
times

What you need
Blood collected right
now
Blood collected in about
an hour by lab

Click here  CSTCernerHelp
for the latest update

Set collection
priority to
STAT

Important

URGENT
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Blood collected at a very TIMED
specific time in the
future
Blood collected during a
time of day that lab does
not round in your area
Blood collected by lab
during morning rounds
Blood collected by lab
during NEXT routine
rounds
PROVIDER ORDERS
Ordering Medical
Imaging: Active vs.
Future Orders

Practice

URGENT

AMDRAW

ROUTINE

Set the date/time you need it.
Use for things like peak and
trough drug levels only.
Set the date/time for when you
need the collection.
UNIT COLLECT=NO
DO NOT CHANGE the default
date/time that populates.
UNIT COLLECT=NO
DO NOT CHANGE the default
date/time that populates.
UNIT COLLECT=NO

Ordering while inpatient: If the test is during current admission use Active Order and change
“requested date/time” with Priority Status and special instructions as needed.
Ordering for after discharge, while inpatient: Use Future Order with “Requested
Date/Time”
Ordering while outpatient: Always use Future Order.




MI Requisitions

For same day change to current date/time and for future dates, input requested
date/time and input range in special instructions.
CST Cerner Help for Future Orders
Reference table for C&W Future vs Active MI Orders

For MI requisitions, ordering services should document as much information as possible to
support MI in deciding imaging modality and appropriate interpretation.
Canceling MI order:
Changes to medical imaging orders need to be done by the ordering service. For example, if
after discussion with medical imaging, a CT is felt to be a better modality than an X-ray, the
attending service will need to cancel and order.

Verbal Orders

Providers should make every reasonable attempt to enter orders directly in the computer,
including remotely. CPOE is the standard and expectation.
Verbal orders are NOT to be the standard, and should be used only in an emergency or if the
provider is unable to immediately access a computer and the order is required.
 In these circumstances, verbal orders can be placed with the expectation that the
order still needs to be electronically placed as soon as possible.
NOTE: Provider may be asked to repeat the verbal order to a second nurse

Click here  CSTCernerHelp
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Placing New Formula/
Tubefeed Orders





Practice

When placing a new formula/feed order, the Provider must leave the existing order
active so the nurse has a covering order.
AFTER the new formula/feed arrives on the unit, nurses must COMPLETE the
previous order to inactivate it.
Nurses need a covering order to avoid unnecessary NPO times.

For detailed instructions, click here
Tapering oral feeding
to NPO for
procedures
TECHNICAL TIPS
Documentation - Split
Activation

No order exists to allow tapering oral feeds to NPO at this time
 To taper feeds to NPO, Providers must place a COMMUNICATION order with special
instructions for tapering: e.g., “Allow clear fluids from 1000-1200h, breast milk from
1200-1400h, then NPO for surgery”
Providers need to document on the encounter where the patient is located.
 For example, if the patient is being seen in a non-live area, i.e. a clinic, all of the
documentation needs to be done on paper. Click here for more information
 Providers in clinics that are live on CSTCerner should enter Medical Imaging (MI)
orders in CSTCerner. Providers from clinics that are not live on CSTCerner should
follow their previous process (e.g. handwritten requisition, fax, etc).

Active Issues

All providers are reminded to add Presenting Issues (such as admission diagnosis) and
Problems (chronic issues e.g medical, social).
 Active and Chronic Issues (Provider)

Patient Safety
Alert:
Peds Power
Chart ONLY.
Adult power plans at
BCCH = safety risk

Reminder to make sure providers select PED (module). Carefully look to ensure that the
prefix of PED is present.
 When doing Ad Hoc searches type in “Ped” in the search box to truncate to see
pediatric power plans.

Click here  CSTCernerHelp
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Live-site to live-site D/C Updated Discharging Life-site workflow:
and re-amit – Orders
 Sending-site provider performs remediation of orders at time decision made to
Management
discharge patient to those needed to care for patient until transport.


At time of transport further order remediation occurs

Updated Life-site Admission workflow :



Referencing Patient
Chart in CW Cerner
PowerChart

Receiving-site provider reviews chart and can place admission Powerplan in a planned
state prior to arrival.
Upon arrival, the provider completes order remediation prior to activating/initiating
admission Powerplan.

Go to CST Help page for steps to look up the same patient’s chart in CW Powerchart while
you are in CST Powerchart:


Click here  CSTCernerHelp
for the latest update
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Adding Power plan as a You can add Power Plan as a Favourite by:
Favourite

LAB TIPS
RBC Neonatal
Investigation




Viewing as a folder within orders window or
Under “quick orders” in the new order entry component

RBC NEONATAL INVESTIGATION
Previously known as Postnatal Investigation, PNI, RhPNI
Order RBC Neonatal Investigation on the baby's chart if requesting for
Investigation of Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn (HDN) or Rh Immune
Globulin (RhIg) Eligibility. Note that a requisition is no longer required with the
sample.
 Select Collected = YES if sample has already been collected prior to
placing the order e.g. cord blood sample for RhIg eligibility
 Cord samples for RhIg Eligibility must be labeled with a hand-written
label only. Send sample directly to Transfusion Medicine Lab as soon as
order has been placed in the baby's chart.
From the Indications field, choose either HDN or RhIg Eligibility.
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Hemolytic Disease of the Newborn (HDN)
 HDN Investigation includes blood group and Direct Antiglobulin Testing on
blood sample from baby. Antibody investigation will be performed, as
required; maternal serology sample may be required
 DO NOT order a DAT (Direct Antiglobulin Testing) together with a RBC Neonatal
Investigation. It is part of the panel.
RhIg Eligibility
 Only neonate Rh will be performed.
 If neonate is Rh positive, Transfusion Medicine Lab will order a Maternal
Investigation, which will prompt maternal sample collection.
 Please refer to CST Cerner Help (click here) for instructions on how to
manage postpartum RhIG Eligibility testing.
REMINDER:
Access to CST Cerner

If you cannot access CST Cerner at Go-Live:
 Try restarting your computer
 Find an At The Elbow Support (red shirt) and tell them your access is not working.
 You can get help from the CST Learning team at the CST Hub (Room 1H15 - next to
the gift shop) between 0800-1600 daily. The CST Learning Team will confirm
outstanding training and next steps.
 If you have access to CST Cerner from another live location (e.g. non-PHSA, infosys
or VCH), you need to login to CST Cerner with that login and password (e.g.
VCH\your username & VCH password NOT phsabc\username & password)
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